We present KrakenLinked, a metagenomic read classifier for Linked-Reads. We have formulated two algorithms for read classification of metagenomic samples using linked reads: tree pruning and taxa promotion. Tree pruning improves specificity while taxa promotion improves sensitivity. Used together the algorithms improve taxonomic classification of linked-reads compared to short reads, particularly reducing false identification of taxa. We have implemented these algorithms as functions in KrakenUniq which we make available as KrakenLinked.
Introduction

Kraken
Kraken and KrakenUniq are fast taxonomic profilers based on identifying taxa specific kmers. KrakenUniq is an extension of Kraken that counts the number of unique kmers found at each rank. Though this feature is useful it is not strictly relevant to the work presented here.
Briefly, Kraken builds a database from a taxonomic tree and a set of reference sequences and find kmers that can be unambiguously assigned to different taxonomic ranks. A map from kmers to taxonomic assignment is retained as is the taxonomic tree itself. The RAM usage of kraken is directly related to the number of kmers in its database and typically kmers are removed uniformly at random until a database is reduced to a desired size. The total number of kmers in a database is proportion to Kraken's sensitivity while the length of k is related to its specificity. By default Kraken uses a k of 31. A study by McIntyre et al. (2017) found Kraken to have a high false positive and low false negative rate.
To classify reads Kraken breaks the reads into kmers. The kmers are matched to the provided database, which can be accomplished in constant time via hashing. If a kmer is found in the database its taxonomic rank is saved. A taxonomic tree is constructed from all of the annotations for a read and the path with the highest weight from root to leaf is chosen as a reads classification. If multiple paths have the same weight the lowest common ancestor of the paths is returned as the classification.
KrakenUniq builds off of Kraken by approximately counting the number of marker kmers identified for each taxa using a hyperloglog counter. This information allows downstream quality evaluations without significantly affecting runtime performance. Though the enhancements in KrakenUniq are not strictly relevant to KrakenLinked we elected to modify KrakenUniq to retain the desirable downstream benefits.
Our Contribution
We present KrakenLinked, an enhancement of Kraken and KrakenUniq, designed to improve metagenomic taxonomic classification with Linked-Reads. Like Kraken it breaks reads into kmers and tries to identify reference taxa which uniquely contain those markers. Reads are classified to the the most specific rank for which they have a marker. This leads to good sensitivity but a high false positive rate of taxonomic calls.
KrakenLinked enhances Kraken by adding two algorithms specific to Linked-Reads: tree pruning and taxa promotion. Though implemented for Kraken specifically these algorithms should apply to any marker based metagenomic classifier. Tree pruning is designed to reduce Kraken's false positive rate, possibly at the expense of specificity while read promotion is designed to increase specificity at the risk of creating false positives. The algorithms can be used together and partly mitigate the negative effects of each other.
Methods
We present two algorithms which can be used for taxonomic classification of Linked-Reads. Tree pruning increases specificity at the expense of sensitivity. Taxa promotion increases sensitivity but can sometimes result in misclassification. We describe how both algorithms work in general and how they are implemented in KrakenLinked. The algorithms may be used in tandem.
Tree Pruning
Tree pruning removes markers with low abundance within a read-cloud. Pruning relies on the assumption that the taxa specific markers used by a classifier are somewhat noisy. An individual read has a limited number of markers so it is difficult to distinguish true signal from noise. However, a read-cloud is likely to have multiple reads from the same fragment making detection easier (in our first dataset read clouds with at least 8 reads averaged 3.21 reads (s.d. 2.54) from each fragment within the read-cloud). Tree pruning removes markers that may be found at low levels within individual reads but have little overall support in a read-cloud. In principle this method may result in false negatives.
Within KrakenLinked tree pruning takes a read-cloud and minimum number of markers. The minimum may be expressed as an absolute value or as a fraction of the number of reads in the read-cloud. In practice removing singletons effectively reduces false positives. A taxonomic tree is constructed from all markers in any read in the read-cloud with the weight of each node equivalent to the total number of markers in the read-cloud specific to that node. The algorithm proceeds iteratively. At each iteration each leaf node with fewer markers than the minimum is removed and the leaf's marker count is added 3) This process is repeated until the tree is unchanged. The root node is never removed. Takes a single parameter: the minimum leaf-node weight.
to its parent. The algorithm proceeds until no leaf nodes are below the minimum or only the root node remains. The pruned tree is then returned. This process is shown in figure 1 .
Once a pruned tree is generated from the read-cloud each read may be individually classified to a particular taxa. A taxonomic marker tree is constructed from each read by the same method as Kraken. This tree is pruned to contain only nodes that are present in the pruned tree of the read-cloud. After the pruned read tree is constructed taxonomic assignment is found via Kraken's typical method of finding the leaf node with the highest leaf to root weight. The highest weight path is returned as the overall taxonomic assignment of the read. Tree pruning can only make the taxonomic rank to which a read would be assigned less specific than it would be without pruning.
Read Promotion
Read promotion increases the specificity of a read's taxonomic assignment based on other assignments within the read-cloud. Read-clouds include DNA from a limited number of fragments, the intuition underlying read promotion is that a less specific taxonomic assignment can be assumed to be from the same organism as a more specific taxonomic assignment. Depending on the situation it may be desirable to limit the absolute number of taxonomic ranks a classification can be promoted or to set a maximum rank from which promotion may begin. Classifications are only promoted in cases where promotion is unambiguous. We originally formulated the idea of taxa promotion as a part of an earlier study (Danko et al., 2019) . In that work taxa promotion was agnostic to the method used to classify reads, which potentially allowed more ambiguity than the method presented here.
In KrakenLinked read promotion works by finding the taxonomic classification of a read both with and without tree pruning. If the classifications disagree the read is considered ineligible for promotion. If the two classifications agree the classification is promoted to the most specific unambiguous rank available based on the raw (not pruned) marker tree for the entire read-cloud. A promotion is considered unambiguous if and only if there is exactly one descendant of the current rank with non-zero weight. If a rank has multiple non-zero paths it may be promoted only until the paths diverge. KrakenLinked allows the maximum number of promotions to be specified as well as the minimum starting distance from the root in order to promote a classification but these parameters made little difference in practice. This process is illustrated in figure 2 .
Results
Data Sets
We tested KrakenLinked using two real data sets from two microbial mock communities originally presented in our recent study, Minerva (Danko et al. (2019) ). To prepare these data sets, roughly 1ng of high molecular weight (HMW) DNA was extracted from each sample. The HMW DNA was processed using a 10x Chromium instrument and each library was sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq with 2 × 150 paired-end reads. Roughly 20M reads were generated for each sample, for testing we selected 10M reads from each while ensuring that we only selected complete barcodes. We have reproduced the description of these datasets here for convenience. The first community (Dataset 1) contained five bacterial species: E. coli, Enterobacter cloacae, Micrococcus luteus, Pseudomonas antarctica, and Staph. epidermidis. The second community (Dataset 2) contained 8 bacterial species and 2 fungi: Bacillus subtilis, Cryptococcus neoformans, Enterococcus faecalis, E. coli, Lactobacillus fermentum, Listeria monocytogenes, Pseudomonas Figure 2 : Schematic showing the process of read promotion. 1) A tree is constructed from the taxonomic assignment of all kmers in a single read. The tree is assigned the taxonomy of the root to leaf path with the highest weight (unchanged from Kraken). 2) Next the tree is pruned to contain the same nodes as the read-cloud tree.
3) The taxonomic assignment of the original tree is now promoted to the lowest non-branching child of the the original assignment or the lowest child after a defined number of hops (whichever is higher). Takes a single parameter: the maximum number of hops allowed. We used to provide as realistic a dataset as possible. All species in the mock communities had well characterized genomes making taxonomic assignment easy. The mock communities chosen are standard microbial positive controls as noted by .
We used Long Ranger BASIC to attach barcodes to reads and perform error correction on barcodes (https://support.10xgenomics.com/genome-exome/software/pipelines/latest/advanced/other-pipelines). Both samples have a similar number of reads per barcode. Sample 2 had more species represented in each barcode on average, though not necessarily more fragments since fragments can originate from the same genome. Statistics about the datasets are summarized in table 1.
We determined the actual genome of origin for each read by mapping reads to the source genomes using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012 ) (very sensitive presets). We filtered our datasets to include only read clouds with 8 reads or more (∼65% of all reads) and used only the first read in each pair. We used a KrakenUniq database based on all of RefSeq Microbial (ca. April 2017) including ∼200GB of data.
Evaluation Metrics
We use four metrics to evaluate the performance of KrakenLinked. We refer to concordant taxonomic assignments when the assignment is the true species (as determined by Bowtie2) an ancestor of the true species or a descendant. We refer to exact taxonomic assignments when the assignment is the true species or a descendant thereof.
The Rate Correct is the fraction of classified reads which were classified concordantly with their actual assignment. Concordant Match refers to the total fraction of reads (classified or not) that concordantly matched. Richness is the total number of species detected in the whole sample (without any secondary filtering). Exact match is the total fraction of reads which were classified exactly. 2) The fraction of reads which were classified concordantly 3) The total number of species observed in each sample (there are 5 species in the control) 4) The fraction of reads which were correctly classified at at least the species of rank
Performance of Tree Pruning
In figure 3 we summarize the results of tree-pruning on Kraken's output without taxa-promotion. Tree pruning reduces the rate at which classified reads are assigned to the wrong taxa, increases the total fraction of concordant matches, and reduces false positive species hits. However, tree-pruning slightly reduces the total fraction of reads which are correctly classified at the species rank. Note that tree pruning takes a single parameter, the minimum weight of a leaf-node. This parameter can be given as a constant for the whole dataset (red in figure 3 ) or given as a fraction of the number of reads in the read-cloud currently being processed (blue in figure 3 ). Increasing the minimum weight increases downstream specificity with marginally decreasing benefit but also decreases the sensitivity more or less linearly.
Performance of Taxa Promotion
In figure 4 we summarize the results of taxa-promotion on Kraken's output without tree-pruning. Taxa promotion increases the total fraction of reads which are correctly classified at the species rank (or more specific) but slightly increases the rate of misclassified reads.
Taxa promotion takes one parameter, the maximum number of ranks a read may be promoted, which we term 'hops'. With unlimited hops a read may be promoted from the root of the taxonomic tree to the species level (or even lower). Reads that were unclassified at any rank are never promoted. We experimented with limiting the rank from which reads could be promoted to more specific ranks (e.g. family, genus) but found this had little effect on downstream results. In general, we found that limiting the number of allowed hops was not desirable. Most of the misclassifications occurred with a single hop but failed to significantly improve the classification rank for a number of reads.
Joint Performance of Tree Pruning and Taxa Promotion
In figure 5 we show that tree-pruning and taxonomic promotion can be used to mitigate their respective reductions to sensitivity and specificity. As shown in figure 3 aggressive tree pruning reduces the rate at which reads match at exactly the right rank. Allowing taxa promotion with unlimited hops increases the fraction of exact matches when used with tree pruning. Analogously, taxa promotion increases the misclassification rate, using tree-pruning in combination with taxa promotion mitigates this effect. Tree pruning and taxonomic promotion may be used in concert to provide a tuneable sensitivity and specificity while greatly reducing the number of false positive species calls.
Runtime and Performance
RAM usage is largely unchanged from KrakenUniq, runtime is slightly slower. On dataset 1 KrakenUniq took 581 seconds, 715 seconds on dataset 2. KrakenLinked took on average of 694 seconds on dataset 1, and 963 seconds on dataset2.
Discussion
We have introduced two algorithms to improve the taxonomic classification of marker based metagenomic classifiers using Linked-Reads and have implemented these algorithms in KrakenLinked. These algorithms, tree pruning and taxa promotion, provide adjustable sensitivity and specificity when used in concert. Compared to short reads overall results may be improved.
However, we have only evaluated KrakenLinked on two datasets containing a small number of well characterized species. This makes the classification problem tractable as essentially all of the sequence in our samples came from well known taxa but left relatively little room to improve on the results of short read classifiers. It is not immediately clear how KrakenLinked would perform on a more complex dataset.
Additionally, the algorithms presented here are based on a simple model of Linked-Reads. They do not account for the distribution of reads within a fragment nor do they take advantage of barcode deconvolution. We believe it would be possible to significantly refine the algorithms presented here. Neither is it clear that Kraken is necessarily the best option. We chose Kraken as the base of our tool because it is fast and sensitive if a prone to false positives. Other marker based tools may show more or less improvement with the algorithms presented here.
Finally, the algorithms presented here act as a layer on top of a marker based classification tool. This takes advantage of a practical property of Linked-Reads: they can be used as-is with existing tools for short reads. But it potentially leaves room for performance gains. A purpose built Linked-Read taxonomic classifier could search for a parsimonious set of taxonomic assignments for each read cloud.
Data Access
All raw sequencing reads from this study have been submitted to the NCBI Sequencing Read Archive (SRA; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra) under accession number PRJNA505182. All code from this study is available in the supplementary materials and at https://github.com/dcdanko/kraken-linked. During review the GitHub link will be private but reviewers are welcome to request access; the exact code used for the paper is available in the supplement. The database used for testing is available for download with the link provided in the supplement.
